US Army Corps of Engineers Test Report Summary
Moisture-Cure Urethane Coatings for Compliance with Industry specifications – SSPC Paint 41
December 2011
Products tested:

Superior Products International ll, Inc. with Rust Grip marked MC4
Sherwin Williams with Corothane l Ironox B marked MC2
Wasser Coatings with MC Ferrox B 100 marked MC 6
Wasser Coatings with MC-Miomastic 100 Red Oxide marked MC8
Indmar Coatings Corp with Chem-Thane 2821 marked MC10

Summary of Test Results
Stability: All products except for Chem-Thane 2821 met all requirements of the specification for stray stability, mixing
properties, and spraying properties.
Adhesion: All met with minimum requirements. Rust Grip and Wasser Miomastic 100 Red Oxide exceeded the minimum
requirements for adhesion to the substrate.
Corothane I Ironox B, MC Ferrox B 100, and Chem-Thane 2821 were tested under a different system as
intermediate coats over their perspective primers (two-coat system).
Rust Grip and MC-Miomastic 100 Red Oxide were tested as one coat primers direct to metal.
Weathering: Scribed panels cycled between a fluorescent UV/Condensation apparatus and a salt fog apparatus. All the
coatings exceeded the minimum requirements for blistering and rust undercutting the scribe.
Only two of the products, Corothane I Ironox B and Rust Grip passed the rust evaluation requirement of the
specification.
The other three products, MC Ferrox B 100, MC-Miomastic 100 Red Oxide, and Chem-thane 2821 showed a
range of rusting with the Chem-thane 2821 being the worst.
Impact: All the products exceeded the minimum impact requirement for intrusion testing but fell far short of the
specification value when evaluated on the extrusion side of the panel with Chem-thane 2821 performing the worst.

Conclusions:
•
•
•
•

Rust Grip was the most consistent performer of all the coatings.
Rust Grip was one of two coatings (with MC-Miomastic 100 Red Oxide) to exceed the minimum requirements
for adhesion and only one of two coatings to be applied directly to metal.
Rust Grip was one of two coatings (with Corothane I Ironox B) to pass the rust evaluation requirement of the
specification.
No other coating performed at the same level as Rust Grip in exceeding and passing the test requirements.
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Specification for RUST GRIP® Testing is No. 41 involving Paint:
• All tests require application to steel substrates and steel panels
• Stability in accordance with ASTM D 1849
• Adhesion in accordance with ASTM 4541
• Weathering resistance in accordance with ASTM D 5894/ ASTM
D4587/ASTM G154/ ASTM G85 / ASTM D614 and ASTM D1654
• Impact resistance in accordance with ASTM D 2794
Manufacturers and Products Involved:
• Superior Products International II, Inc. with RUST GRIP® marked MC 4
• Sherwin Williams with Corothane I Ironox B marked MC 2
• Wasser Coatings with MC Ferrox B 100 marked MC 6
• Wasser Coatings with MC-Miomastic 100 Red Oxide marked MC 8
• Indmar Coatings Corp with Chem-thane 2821 marked MC 10

Test Results
Stability: MC 2, MC 4, MC 6, MC 8, and MC 10 met all requirements of the
specification for stray stability, mixing properties and spraying properties
except for MC 10 that failed the storage stability requirement.
Adhesion: All met the minimum requirements. Noted: MC 4 (RUST GRIP®)
and MC 8 (Wasser Miomastic 100 Red Oxide) exceeded the minimum
requirements for adhesion to the substrate (Appendix A, Table A1).
MC 2, MC 6 and MC 10 were tested under a different system as
intermediate coats over their perspective primers (two coat system).
10835 W. 78th Street ● Shawnee, Kansas 66214 ● Phone: 913-962-4848; Fax: 913-962-6767
Website: www.spicoatings.com
Email: sales@spicoatings.com
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MC 4 and MC 8 were tested as one coat primers direct to metal.
Weathering: Scribed panels and cycled between a fluorescent
UV/Condensation apparatus and a salt fog apparatus.
All the coatings exceeded the minimum requirements for blistering and
rust undercutting at the scribe (Appendix A, Table A2).
Only two of the products MC 2 (Sherwin Williams Corothane I Ironox B)
and MC 4 (RUST GRIP®) passed the rust evaluation requirement of the
specification.
The other three products MC 6 (Wasser MC Ferrox B 100), MC 8
(Wasser MC-Miomastic 100 Red Oxide) and MC 10 (Indmar Coatings
Chem-thane 2821) showed a range of rusting with MC 10 being the
worst.
Impact: All the products exceeded the minimum impact requirement for
intrusion testing but fell far short of the specification value when evaluated on
the extrusion side of the panel with MC 10 the worst.

Conclusions
MC 4 (RUST GRIP®) was the most consistent performer of all the coatings.
RUST GRIP® was one of two coating (MC 4 and MC 8) to “exceed” the
minimum requirements for adhesion and only one of two coating to be
applied directly to metal.
RUST GRIP® was one of two coating (MC 4 and MC 2) to “pass” the rust
evaluation requirement of the specification.
No other coating performed at the same level as RUST GRIP® in
exceeding and passing the test requirements.
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Abstract: The Army Corps of Engineers has observed the performance of
commercially available moisture-cure coatings on various hydraulic structures over the years, but has had no generic specifications—government or
private industry—for reference in specifying the products. The Society for
Protective Coatings (SSPC) recently published specifications for several
moisture-cure urethane coatings. However, it cannot be assumed that other commercially available moisture-cure urethanes meet those specifications without confirmation through formal testing. In this project, commercially available products were obtained and tested against the
requirements of the SSPC specifications. As a result of this work, new coating systems employing moisture-cure urethane paints were added to the
Corps of Engineers Guide Specification UFGS 099702, Painting: Hydraulic
Structures.

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or promotional purposes.
Citation of trade names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products.
All product names and trademarks cited are the property of their respective owners. The findings of this report are not to
be construed as an official Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents.
DESTROY THIS REPORT WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED. DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE ORIGINATOR.
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Preface
This study was conducted for the Directorate of Civil Works, Headquarters, US Army Corps of Engineers, under Customer Order
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July 2008. The proponent was Christopher H. Westbrook, CECW-CE; and
the Technical Monitor was Peter J. Rossbach, Jr., CECW-CE.
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the time of publication, Vicki L. Van Blaricum was Chief, CEERD-CF-M;
Mike Golish was Chief, CEERD-CF; and Martin J. Savoie (CEERD-CV-ZT)
was the Technical Director for Installations. The Deputy Director of
ERDC-CERL was Dr. Kirankumar Topudurti and the Director was Dr.
Ilker Adiguzel.
COL Kevin J. Wilson was the Commander and Executive Director of
ERDC, and Dr. Jeffery P. Holland was the Director.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background
Moisture-cure (MC) urethane coating systems are quite common in Europe and have been marketed in this country for several decades. The
Corps of Engineers has evaluated products from several manufacturers in
the laboratory and applied the products in the field on immersed dams
and atmospheric bridges, cranes, etc. All of this preliminary work has been
done on a brand name basis using only major manufacturers of the products. All of the products did not perform equally. There are now numerous
small companies marketing MC products, none of which have been subjected to any standardized testing regiment. To allow these coatings to be
used on Corps projects without some level of testing would pose a significant potential for failure.
Specifications have been developed in the past several years by private industry notably by SSPC (SSPC: The Society for Protective Coatings) and
MPI (Master Painters Institute). While these organizations have developed
the specifications, there has not been any significant testing of the products for specification compliance.

1.2

Objective
The objective of this work is to evaluate a number of MC coatings and
coating systems for compliance with industry specifications. Assuming the
industry specifications can identify superior products, the specifications
will be included in draft text for inclusion in the painting guide specification UFGS 099702, “Painting: Hydraulic Structures”.

1.3

Approach
Work consisted of obtaining samples of MC products and subjecting them
to the tests specified in SSPC Paint Specifications No. 38, 40, and 41. If
products known to provide satisfactory performance in field applications
are also found to comply with SSPC specifications, then they will be made
available to Corps districts through draft revisions of the guide specification UFGS 099702 by referencing the industry specifications.
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2

Testing of Products

2.1

Obtaining Samples
An advertisement was published by Journal of Protective Coatings & Linings (JPCL) in their Paint Square News on July 14, 2008 asking manufacturers to participate in the study by sending in samples to be tested along
with associated documentation (Figure 1). Thirteen manufacturers requested additional information and four submitted the required samples
and documentation (Appendix C). The samples submitted by the four
manufacturers were then given laboratory numbers (Table 1).

Figure 1. Advertisement for manufacturer submittals.
Table 1. Sample identification.
Laboratory
Number

Manufacturer

Trade Designation

MC 1

Sherwin Williams

Corothane I
Galvapac

40

MC 2

Sherwin Williams

Corothane I Ironox B

41

MC 3

Sherwin Williams

Corothane I HS

38

MC 4

Superior Products

Rust Grip

41

MC 5

Wasser Coatings

MC-Zinc 100

40

MC 6

Wasser Coatings

MC Ferrox B 100

41

MC 7

Wasser Coatings

MC Luster 100

38

SSPC Specification
Reference
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Laboratory
Number

Manufacturer

Trade Designation

MC 8

Wasser Coatings

MC-Miomastic 100
Red Oxide

41

MC 9

Indmar Coatings Corp.

Zinc-thane 2805

40

MC 10

Indmar Coatings Corp.

Chem-thane 2821

41

MC 11

Indmar Coatings Corp.

Chem-thane
2822HS

38

SSPC Specification
Reference

Three zinc-rich primers were submitted to be tested for compliance with
SSPC Paint Specification No. 40 and were given laboratory numbers of
MC1, MC 5, and MC 9. The manufacturer’s documentation submitted with
the samples, Appendix C, was reviewed to determine compliance with the
pigment and resin requirements. The paints were tested for package stability in accordance with ASTM D 1849.
For all tests that required application to steel substrates, steel panels were
prepared by blast cleaning to a white metal grade (SSPC SP 5) in an abrasive blast cabinet with aluminum oxide grit. The surface profile was 2.5
mils when measured according to ASTM D 4417 Method C using replica
tape. The coatings were applied according to the manufacturer’s directions
using conventional air atomization spray equipment consisting of a
DeVilbiss MBC gun with an E tip and needle. During application of the
paint, the mixing and working properties were observed. The primers were
allowed to cure according to the manufacturer’s drying schedule. Three of
the panels per manufacturer were then top-coated with the respective
manufacturer’s topcoat that was submitted for SSPC Paint Specification
No. 41 testing. The applied thickness of each coat was measured prior to
the application of the next coat in accordance with SSPC-PA2, using a
Positector, Model 6000 thickness gage.
Weathering resistance was tested according to ASTM D 5894 which requires scribed panels to be cycled between a fluorescent UV/Condensation
apparatus and a salt fog apparatus. The UV/Condensation portion of the
test was performed in accordance with ASTM D 4587, Cycle 2, using a
QUV Accelerated Weathering Tester complying with ASTM G 154. The salt
fog exposure portion was performed in accordance with ASTM G 85 using
a Q-Fog apparatus. The panels were cycled for 5000 hours and then in-
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spected and evaluated for rust and blistering according to paragraph 8.1.1
of the SSPC Paint Specification No. 40 and ASTM D 614, respectively. The
scribe on each panel was inspected and evaluated in accordance with
ASTM D 1654.
Water immersion testing was performed in accordance with paragraph 7.4
of SSPC Paint Specification No. 40. The panels were completely immersed
in de-ionized water with conductivity no higher than 5 µΩ-1 (5 µS). The
test only required the panels be immersed for one year, but the panels
were evaluated at one year and again at eighteen months. Upon removal
from the water immersion, the panels were inspected and evaluated for
rust and blistering according to paragraphs 7.4.2 and 7.4.3 of the specification. The scribe was inspected and evaluated according to ASTM D 1654.
Primer adhesion to the substrate was tested in accordance with ASTM D
4541 using a DeFelsko PosiTest AT-M adhesion tester which is designated
as a Type V adhesion tester. The dollies used with the adhesion tester were
0.787 in (20 mm) in diameter. The panels used for this test were 1/8 in.
(3.18 mm) thick steel panels. Three pulls per panel were performed and
the average was recorded as the result. The three panels that had been topcoated were used to test topcoat adhesion in the same manner as the panels with just primer. The results recorded are the average of three pulls per
panel.
Impact resistance was tested in accordance with ASTM D 2794 using a
Paul N Gardner Co. Impact Apparatus with a 0.500 in. (12.7 mm) diameter indenter and a Panasonic Light Scope with 30X magnification for crack
detection. The panels used for this test were 0.032 in. (0.813 mm) thick.
ASTM D 2794 does not use the term “direct impact” but uses the terms
“intrusion” and “extrusion”. Both intrusion and extrusion results were recorded.

2.2

SSPC Paint Specification No. 41
Five paints were submitted for performance testing for compliance with
SSPC Paint Specification No. 41 and were given laboratory numbers of MC
2, MC 4, MC 6, MC 8, and MC 10. The manufacturer’s documentation
submitted with the samples was reviewed to determine compliance with
the pigment and resin requirements. The paints were tested for package
stability in accordance with ASTM D 1849.
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For all tests that required application to steel substrates, steel panels were
prepared by blast cleaning to a white metal grade (SSPC SP 5) in an abrasive blast cabinet with aluminum oxide grit. The surface profile was 2.5
mils when measured according to ASTM D 4417 Method C using replica
tape. All of the paints used were applied according to the manufacturer’s
directions using conventional air atomization spray equipment including a
DeVilbiss MBC gun with an E tip and needle. The mixing and working
properties were observed upon application.
A series of panels was set up with paint systems to test for adhesion with
MC 2, MC 6, and MC 10 as intermediate coats. They were applied to three
panels per manufacturer on top of each respective manufacturer’s primer
that had been submitted for SSPC Paint Specification No. 40. MC 4 and
MC 8 were treated as primers and were applied to three panels per manufacturer and were not top-coated. The paints were allowed to cure according to the manufacturer’s drying schedule. The applied thickness of each
coat was measured prior to the application of the next coat in accordance
with SSPC-PA2, using a Positector model 6000 thickness gage.
Weathering resistance was tested in accordance with ASTM D 5894 which
requires scribed panels be cycled between a fluorescent UV/Condensation
apparatus and a salt fog apparatus. The UV/Condensation was performed
in accordance with ASTM D 4587, Cycle 2, using a QUV Accelerated
Weathering Tester complying with ASTM G 154. The salt fog exposure was
performed in accordance with ASTM G 85 using a Q-Fog apparatus. The
panels were cycled for 1500 hours and then inspected and evaluated for
rust and blistering according to paragraph 8.1.1 of the spec and ASTM D
614, respectively. The scribe on each panel was inspected and evaluated in
accordance with ASTM D 1654.
Adhesion to the substrate was tested in accordance with ASTM D 4541 using a DeFelsko PosiTest AT-M adhesion tester which is designated as a
Type V adhesion tester. The dollies used with the adhesion tester were
0.787 in (20 mm) in diameter. The panels used for this test were 1/8 in.
(3.18 mm) thick steel panels. Three pulls per panel were performed and
the average was recorded as the result. The three panels that had been topcoated were used to test topcoat adhesion in the same manner as the panels with just primer. The results recorded are the average of three pulls per
panel.
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Impact resistance was tested in accordance with ASTM D 2794 using a
Paul N Gardner Co. Impact Apparatus with a 0.500 in. (12.7 mm) diameter indenter and a Panasonic Light Scope with 30X magnification for crack
detection. The panels used for this test were 0.032 in. (0.813 mm) thick.
ASTM D 2794 does not use the term “direct impact” but uses the terms
“intrusion” and “extrusion”. Both intrusion and extrusion results were recorded.

2.3

SSPC Paint Specification No. 38
Three paints were submitted to be performance tested for compliance with
SSPC Paint Specification No. 38 and were given laboratory numbers of MC
3, MC 7, and MC 11. The manufacturer’s documentation submitted with
the samples was reviewed to determine compliance with the resin requirement. The paints were tested for package stability in accordance with
ASTM D 1849.
For all tests that required application to steel substrates, steel panels were
prepared by blast cleaning to a white metal grade (SSPC SP 5) in an abrasive blast cabinet with aluminum oxide grit. The surface profile was 2.5
mils when measured according to ASTM D 4417 Method C using replica
tape. All of the paints were applied according to manufacturer’s directions
using conventional air atomization spray equipment consisting of a
DeVilbiss MBC gun with an E tip and needle. The mixing and working
properties were observed upon application. The coating system applied to
the panels consisted of a primer, intermediate topcoat, and a final topcoat
with each coating being specific to the manufacturer. The paint was allowed to cure in accordance with the manufacturer’s drying schedule. The
applied thickness of each coat was measured prior to the application of the
next coat in accordance with SSPC-PA2, using a Positector model 6000
thickness gage.
Weathering resistance was tested in accordance with ASTM D 4587, Cycle
2, using a QUV Accelerated Weathering Tester complying with ASTM G
154. The panels were tested for color change and gloss reduction at 500,
1000, and 2000 hours in accordance with ASTM D 2244 and ASTM D 523
respectively. The color change was tested using a Konica Minolta Spectrophotometer CM-2500C using a standard D65 illuminant. The panels were
then tested for gloss reduction using a BYK Gardner Micro-TRI-Gloss
Glossmeter calibrated with a 60° black glass standard. The individual results from triplicate panels was recorded.
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Adhesion to the primer was tested in accordance with ASTM D 4541 using
a DeFelsko PosiTest AT-M adhesion tester which is designated as a Type V
adhesion tester. The dollies used with the adhesion tester were 0.787 in
(20 mm) in diameter. The panels used for this test were 1/8 in. (3.18 mm)
thick steel panels. Three pulls per panel were performed and the average
was recorded as the result.
Impact resistance was tested in accordance with ASTM D 2794 using a
Paul N Gardner Co. Impact Apparatus with a 0.500 in. (12.7 mm) diameter indenter and a Panasonic Light Scope with 30X magnification for crack
detection. The panels used for this test were 0.032 in. (0.813 mm) thick.
ASTM D 2794 does not use the term “direct impact” but uses the terms
“intrusion” and “extrusion”. Both intrusion and extrusion results were recorded.
Solvent (MEK) resistance was tested in accordance with ASTM D 5402 using Method A and the degree of chalking was tested in accordance with
ASTM D 4214 using the wet finger method.
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3

Test Results

3.1

SSPC Paint Specification No. 40
Upon completion of testing for compliance with SSPC Paint Specification
No. 40, only one of the products failed to meet all requirements within the
specification. All of the products, MC 1, MC 5, and MC 9, met the storage
stability, mixing properties, and spraying properties requirements of the
specification except for MC 9. MC 9 failed the storage stability requirement because the product packaging was bulging which constituted a failure according to paragraph 6.2 of the specification.
All of the products performed above specification requirements for adhesion to the substrate and topcoat adhesion to the primer (Appendix A, Table A1). Additionally, the products all met specification requirements when
subjected to water immersion and accelerated weathering tests. There
were no signs of rust or blisters, and the scribes showed no undercutting
(Appendix A, Tables A2 and A3).
All of the products exceeded the minimum impact requirement for intrusion testing but fell far short of the specification value when evaluated on
the extrusion side of the panel (Appendix A, Table A4). Although MC 9 exceeded the minimum requirement for impact resistance, it is worth noting
that it had an impact resistance of 40 in-lb (4.52 N-m), which is lower than
the other products.

3.2

SSPC Paint Specification No. 41
Testing for compliance with SSPC Paint Specification No. 41 has shown
that all of the products, MC 2, MC 4, MC 6, MC 8, and MC 10, met the requirements of the specification for storage stability, mixing properties, and
spraying properties except for MC 10. MC 10 failed the storage stability requirement because the product packaging was bulging thus constituting a
failure according to paragraph 6.2 of the specification.
Test results showed that MC 4 and MC 8 exceeded the minimum requirements for adhesion to the substrate (Appendix A, Table A1). Additionally,
Table A1 shows that the products that were used as intermediate topcoats
exceeded the minimum requirement for adhesion to the primer.
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All of the products subjected to the weathering resistance testing exceeded
the minimum requirements for blistering and rust undercutting at the
scribe (Appendix A, Table A2). Only two of the products, MC 2 and MC 4,
passed the rust evaluation requirement of the specification. The other
three products, MC 6, MC 8, and MC 10, showed a range of rusting with
MC 10 being the worst. Dry film thickness measurements confirmed that
all three products had been applied according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. The three products were closely inspected under a 30X
Bosch & Lomb MDL microscope and found to have no apparent pin holes
or coating abnormalities. Areas of the coating were removed and it was observed that the rusting originated at the substrate.
All of the products exceeded the minimum impact requirement for intrusion testing but fell far short of the specification value when evaluated on
the extrusion side of the panel (Appendix A, Table A4). It is worth noting
that MC 10 had the lowest impact resistance out of all of the products. All
of the products fell far short of meeting the impact value when evaluated
on the extrusion side of the panel (Table A4).

3.3

SSPC Paint Specification No. 38
Testing for compliance with SSPC Paint Specification No. 38 has shown
that all of the products, MC 3, MC 7, and MC 11, met the requirements
within the specification for storage stability, mixing properties, and spraying properties except for MC 11. MC 11 failed the storage stability requirement because the product packaging was bulging which constitutes a failure according to paragraph 5.1 of the specification.
Testing results show that all of the products exceeded specification requirements for adhesion to the primer (Appendix A, Table A1).
All of the products (with the exception of a single panel) met accelerated
weathering requirements for color change and gloss reduction required for
the Level 1 performance (Appendix A, Tables A5 and A6). None of the panels met the Level 2 or Level 3 requirements for gloss retention. It should be
noted that all of the products tested were white in color. One would not
expect any significant color change of a white coating but the significant
change in gloss indicates all the products are affected by UV light and implies that colored products may exhibit a significant color change in sunlight. SSPC Paint 38 has 3 levels of performance for both accelerated testing and South Florida exposure. The specification states that, “If no level is
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specified, Level 3 will be assumed” and references South Florida testing. It
is unknown how the performance of the products exposed in South Florida
might compare to the accelerated testing performed in this program.
All of the products exceeded the minimum impact requirement for intrusion testing but fell far short of the specification value when evaluated on
the extrusion side of the panel (Appendix A, Table A4). It is worth noting
that MC 11 had the lowest impact resistance out of all of the products.
MC 3 was the only product that met the solvent (MEK) resistance requirement of the specification (Appendix A, Table A7). All of the products
did exceed the minimum requirement used for evaluating the degree of
chalking (Appendix A, Table A8).
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4

Conclusions and Recommendations
This study has successfully shown that there are commercial products
available that can meet the requirements of SSPC Specification No. 38, 40,
and 41. The study has also shown that there are products available that
come close to meeting specification requirements but pose a potential risk
of failure if applied to Corps projects.
It has been shown that there are moisture-cure urethane products which
meet SSPC specification requirements and can be successfully used on
Corps projects. It is recommended that these specifications be included in
UFGS 099702. The inclusion of these specifications will also benefit the
Corps by eliminating inferior moisture-cured urethane products from being coated on Corps projects. It is also recommended that UFGS 099702
require the performance level of SSPC Paint 38 be a performance Level 1
using accelerated testing.
It is also recommended that all three SSPC specifications be edited so that
terminology describing the method of impact resistance testing be made
consistent with the ASTM test method. It is recommended that the method
of impact resistance testing for all three specifications be the “intrusion”
method with a minimum requirement of 60 in-lb (6.8 N-m).
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Appendix A: Tables of Test Results
Table A1. Adhesion test results (ASTM D 4541).
System
1st Coat

2nd Coat

Pressure (MPa)
3rd Coat

4TH Coat

Pull 1

Pull 2

Pull 3

16.2 ( ∞GF)

14.8 ( ∞GF)

14 (∞GF*)

19 (intercoat)

16.4 (intercoat)

18 (intercoat)

16 (~30% GF)

17 (~40% GF)

7.4 (~60% GF)

MC 4

12.8 ( ∞GF)

17.2 ( ∞GF)

13.4 ( ∞GF)

MC 5

16

17

14

MC 1
MC 1

MC 2

MC 1

MC 2

MC 5

MC 6

MC 5

MC 6

MC 3

MC 7

MC 8
MC 9
MC 9

MC 10

MC 9

MC 10

MC 11

MC 10

MC 11

MC 9

MC 11

15 (60% GF)

15 (30% GF)

13.2 ( ∞GF)

14.4 (60% GF)

14.2 ( ∞GF)

13.6 ( ∞GF)

13.4

12.2

12.4

13.6 ( ∞GF)

12.8 ( ∞GF)

13.2 ( ∞GF)

10.8 ( ∞GF)

11.8 ( ∞GF)

11 (∞GF)

17.8

17.8

16.2

13.8 (80% GF)

14 (90%GF)

15.4 (60% GF)

*GF indicates glue failure.
Table A2. Accelerated weathering test results.
Sample

Rust Rating
SSPC-VIS-2

Blister Rating
ASTM D714

Scribe Rating
ASTM D1654

MC 1

10

10

10

MC 2

10

10

8

MC 4

10

10

7

MC 5

10

10

10

MC 6

9G

10

9

MC 8

4P

10

10

MC 9

10

10

10

MC 10

3G

10

9

SSPC specifications require a minimum rust and blister ratings of 10 and scribe rating of 7.
Table A3. Water immersion test results.
Sample

Rust Rating
SSPC-VIS-2

Blister Rating
ASTM D714

Scribe Rating
ASTM D1654

MC 1

10

10

10

MC 5

10

10

10

MC 9

10

10

10

SSPC Paint 38 requires minimum rust and blister ratings of 10 and a minimum scribe rating of 7.
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Table A4. Impact resistance test results (ASTM D 2794).
Sample

Avg. Thickness (mils)

Minimum Force to Cause Cracking
(Intrusion) (lbs-in)

Minimum Force to Cause Cracking
(Extrusion) (lbs-in)

MC 1

4

155

3

MC 2

4

85

14

MC 3

3

83

6

MC 4

4

74

4

MC 5

4

140

3

MC 6

3

78

4

MC 7

5

78

7

MC 8

7

70

4

MC 9

3

100

3

MC 10

2

66

8

MC 11

5

70

3

SSPC specifications require a minimum direct impact of 6.8 N•m (60 inch-lb).
Table A5. Color change test results after accelerated weathering test (ASTM D 2244).
Duration
of Cycle

MC3

MC7

MC11

Panel A

Panel B

Panel C

Panel A

Panel B

Panel C

Panel A

Panel B

Panel C

500 hours

0.98

0.91

1.26

1.17

1.16

1.19

0.66

1.21

0.46

1000
hours

1.23

1.33

1.49

1.58

1.61

1.66

2.19

2.76

2.45

2000
hours

1.88

2.09

2.01

1.70

1.80

1.82

2.54

3.04

2.89

SSPC Paint 38 requires a color change no greater than 3.0 ΔE* C.I.E.1976 L*A*B*.
Table A6. Gloss change test results after accelerated weathering test (ASTM D 523).
Duration
of Cycle

MC3

MC7

MC11

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

Initial

88.9

88.9

88.9

42.7

42.7

42.7

13.1

12.7

12.7

500 hours

66

68.9

65.1

31.2

32.6

34.1

9.0

11.1

10.3

1000 hours

58.8

60.1

59.2

28.7

29.6

29.3

5.2

6.3

6.5

2000 hours

44.4

42.4

47.3

21.7

24.3

20.3

4.1

4.9

3.5

SSPC Paint 38 requires a 60˚gloss change no greater than 25% from original reading.
Table A7. MEK resistance test results (ASTM D 5402).
Sample

Avg. Thickness (mils)

# Rubs till Intermediate Topcoat Exposed

MC 3

3

121

MC 7

5

96

MC 11

5

72
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Table A8.Degree of chalking test results (ASTM D 4214).
Sample

Chalk Rating

MC 3

3

MC 7

5

MC 11

5
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Appendix B: Lab Data
Table B1. Product samples.
Laboratory Number

Manufacturer

Product

SSPC Specification

MC 1

Sherwin Williams

Corothane I Galvapac

40

MC 2

Sherwin Williams

Corothane I Ironox B

41

MC 3

Sherwin Williams

Corothane I HS

38

MC 4

Superior Products

Rust Grip

41

MC 5

Wasser Coatings

MC-Zinc 100

40

MC 6

Wasser Coatings

MC Ferrox B 100

41

MC 7

Wasser Coatings

MC Luster 100

38

MC 8

Wasser Coatings

MC-Miomastic 100 Red Oxide

41

MC 9

Indmar Coating Co

Zinc-thane 2805

40

MC 10

Indmar Coating Co

Chem-thane 2821

41

MC 11

Indmar Coating Co

Chem-thane 2822HS

38

Table B2. Adhesion test results.
Pressure (MPa)
System

Pull 1

Pull 2

Pull 3

MC 1

16.2 (GF)

14.8 (GF)

14 (GF)

MC 1,2

19 (intercoat)

16.4 (intercoat)

18 (intercoat)

MC 1,2,3

16 (~30% GF)

17 (~40% GF)

7.4 (~60% GF)

MC 4

12.8 ( GF)

17.2 (GF)

13.4 (GF)

MC 5

16

17

14

MC 5,6

15 (60% GF)

15 (30% GF)

13.2 (GF)

MC 5,6,7

14.4 (60% GF)

14.2 (GF)

13.6 (GF)

MC 8

13.4

12.2

12.4

MC 9

13.6 (GF)

12.8 (GF)

13.2 (GF)

MC 9,10

10.8 (GF)

11.8 (GF)

11 (GF)

MC 9,10,11

17.8

17.8

16.2

MC 9,10,11, 11

13.8 (80% GF)

14 (90%GF)

15.4 (60% GF)

GF indicates virtually 100% glue failure.
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Table B3. MEK resistance results.
Sample

Avg. Thickness (mils)

# Rubs till Intermediate Topcoat Exposed

MC3

3

121

MC7

5

96

MC11

5

72

Table B4. Chalking results for Spec 38.
Sample

Chalk Rating (ASTM 4214)

MC3

3

MC7

5

MC11

5

Table B5. Impact resistance results.
Sample

Avg. Thickness (mils)

Minimum Force to Cause Cracking
(Intrusion) (lbs-in)

Minimum Force to Cause Cracking
(Extrusion) (lbs-in)

MC1

4

155

3

MC2

4

85

14

MC3

3

83

6

MC4

4

74

4

MC5

4

140

3

MC6

3

78

4

MC7

5

78

7

MC8

7

70

4

MC9

3

100

3

MC10

2

66

8

MC11

5

70

3

Table B6. Water immersion test results for Spec. 40.
Sample

Rust Rating
SSPC-VIS-2

Blister Rating
ASTM D714

Scribe Rating
ASTM D1654

MC1

10

10

10

MC5

10

10

10

MC9

10

10

10
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Table B7. Accelerated weathering test results for Spec. 40 and 41.
Sample

Rust Rating

Blister Rating

Scribe Rating

SSPC-VIS-2

ASTM D714

ASTM D1654

Comments

MC1

10

10

10

1/3 panels with rust rating 9G

MC2

10

10

8

1/3 panels with rust rating 9G

MC4

10

10

7

MC5

10

10

10

1/3 panels with rust rating 9G

MC6

9G

10

9

1/3 panels with rust rating 8G

MC8

4P

10

10

MC9

10

10

10

MC10

3G

10

9

Table B8. Color change results for accelerated weathering test for Spec. 38.
Duration of
Cycle

MC3

MC7

MC11

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

500 hours

0.98

0.91

1.26

1.17

1.16

1.19

0.66

1.21

0.46

1000
hours

1.23

1.33

1.49

1.58

1.61

1.66

2.19

2.76

2.45

2000
hours

1.88

2.09

2.01

1.70

1.80

1.82

2.54

3.04

2.89

Table B9. Gloss change results for accelerated weathering test for Spec. 38.
MC3

MC7

MC11

Duration of
Cycle

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

Initial

88.9

88.9

88.9

42.7

42.7

42.7

13.1

12.7

12.7

500 hours

66

68.9

65.1

31.2

32.6

34.1

9.0

11.1

10.3

1000 hours

58.8

60.1

59.2

28.7

29.6

29.3

5.2

6.3

6.5

2000 hours

44.4

42.4

47.3

21.7

24.3

20.3

4.1

4.9

3.5
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Appendix C: Manufacturers’ Documentation
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Manufacturer Participation in Testing Program
The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers is seeking manufacturers of moisture cure urethane
coatings interested in participating in an evaluation program. The program will subject
supplied coatings to the laboratory testing requirements of SSPC Paint 38, SSPC Paint
40, and SSPC Paint 41. Manufacturers wishing to participate should contact Al
Beitelman at 217-373-7237 {alfred.beitelman@us.army.mil}
Products to be tested must be standard production materials for the manufacturer. To be
considered for inclusion in the study, the following must be submitted:
1.
A one gallon size liquid sample of each product to be tested delivered to the
laboratory. (Shipping address below.)
2.
The liquid sample must have the manufacturer’s standard label for the product
and product data information which includes application recommendations.
3.
Any thinner that would normally be required for conventional spray
application at laboratory conditions.
4.
A statement identifying the above SSPC specification the product is to be
tested under.
5.
A statement specifically affirming the product meets the Compositional
Requirements (Resin content, Pigment requirement) of the specification.
6.
The manufacturers calculated VOC for the product.
7.
The MSDS for the product.
8.
When samples for SSPC Paint 38 are submitted, a medium gray color
(reflectance 20-24) is preferred but not required.
Shipping address:
Al Beitelman
U. S. Army ERDC-CERL
2902 Newmark Drive
Champaign, IL 61822
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To:

Albert Beitelman, CERL

From:

John Grey, Superior Products
(843) 813-6402

Date:

October 21, 2008

Re:

Moisture Cure Urethane Testing Program

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1 gallon of Rust Grip – primer and topcoat all in one – enclosed.
Product label must show application recommendations – on gallon container.
Thinner – Not required.
Statement of SSPC Specification Conformance – attached.
Statement of affirming compositional requirements of the SSPC Specification
– attached.
6. Manufactures calculated VOC for the product – attached.
7. Product MSDS
8. SSPC 38 – medium gray color preferred – Rust Grip cannot be tinted but is
gray in color.
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STATEMENT IDENTIFYING THE SSPC SPECIFICATION THE PRODUCT IS TO BE TESTED
UNDER:

SSPC 38 – SINGLE COMPONENT MOISTURE CURE WEATHERABLE ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE TOPCOAT. It is
intended to be used as a topcoat that provides good color and gloss retention. Generally applied over a primer
or intermediate coat.

SSPC 40 - ZINC RICH MOISTURE CURE POLYURETHANE PRIMER – PERFORMANCE BASED
This specification contains performance requirements for an organic zinc-rich moisture cure polyurethane with a
thermoset binder.

SSPC 41 – MOISTURE CURE POLYURETHANE PRIMER OR INTERMEDIATE TOPCOAT, MICACEOUS, IRON OXIDE
REIN
This standard contains performance requirements for a moisture-cure aromatic polyurethane coating with a
thermoset binder and micaceous iron oxide pigment reinforcement.

Since SSPC paint specifications are designed for zinc rich primers, intermediate coats
and topcoat systems, we feel the only SSPC specification we can work under is SSPC
38. This is a common problem Rust Grip faces, performing tests designed for other
type of paint systems. It like comparing apples and oranges. You must follow Rust
Grip instructions because we are not applied in the same manner as traditional 3-coat
systems. Any deviations from our application instructions will result in a failure. We
are not a 3-coat system and cannot be applied as such.
Rust Grip is a ONE-COAT, one-part paint system. It is a primer and topcoat all in one.
It cannot be tinted due to its metallic content.
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RUST GRIP®
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
DESCRIPTION:
RUST GRIP is a one-part polyurethane metallic
pigmented coating that absorbs atmospheric moisture to cure. Upon curing, RUST GRIP provides a
protective coating of superior adhesion, flexibility,
abrasion- and impact-resistance. It is resistant to
most chemical solvents and acid splash.
RUST GRIP can be used as a primer or a standalone coating. It is patented as an encapsulant of
lead-based paints and other toxic materials, including asbestos. RUST GRIP can be applied over cleaned
flash rust or most firmly bonded paints. In most
cases, no near-white metal blasting is required.
TYPICAL USES:
* As an encapsulant for lead-based paints, rust and
other biohazardous materials
* As a protective coating on metal, concrete, wood,
etc. to add strength and prevent deterioration
* As a single coat for bridges, oil platforms,
roofs, etc. with minimal surface preparation
* As a moisture barrier to stop water penetration,
contamination, and mold/mildew
APPLICATION METHODS:
Surfaces should be clean, dry and sound; all dirt, salts,
oil, tar, grease and film must be removed prior to
application. Can be sprayed, brushed or rolled in 2
coats (20-30 minutes apart). Before using, stir thoroughly--without creating a vortex--to blend all metallic paste from the bottom. For specific instructions on
surface preparation, mixing and application, refer to
the SPI's application instructions for RUST GRIP.
NOTE: SURFACE MUST BE COMPLETELY DRY.
PHYSICAL DATA:
* Solids: By weight 62.2% / By Volume 51.37%
* Cure time at 70F (21C): 2 hours to touch. Overcoat
with RUST GRIP or other coatings immediately
after surface is dry to the touch to achieve proper
adhesion. Higher temperatures and humidity will
shorten cure times, lower temperatures will slow
curing. Must be overcoated within 2 hours or
within 1 hour after reaching the dry-to-touch
stage, or the surface must be lightly sanded to
achieve good adhesion.
* Lead and Chromate free
* Cures by reacting to moisture in the air
* Weight: 9.18 lbs. per gallon
* Surface Tensile Strength: 6,780+ psi
* VOC Level: 414 grams/liter
* Impact Resistance: 200+ psi front/160+ psi back
* Shelf Life: up to 3 years (unopened) under
appropriate storage conditions (see MSDS)

(6/27/06)

TESTS AND CERTIFICATIONS:
1) Tensile Properties (6,780 psi after 3 weeks)
2) USDA Approved
3) Marine Approvals for salt water/maritime use:
*DNV (Det Norske Veritas) *US Coast Guard
*ABS (American Bureau of Shipping)
*IMO (International Marine Organization)
4) Factory Mutual Approval
5) E-108-00: spread of flame on pitched roofs
(Class "A" non-combustible)
6) Mildew Resistance - (ASTM D3273, 3274)
7) Chemical Resistance (24 hours/12 reagents)
8) Flexibility (Mandrel Bend: ASTM D522) - 1/8"
9) Direct Impact Resistance (ASTM D2794)
10) Adhesion (ASTM D3359, D4541)
11) Water Vapor Transmission (ASTM D1653)
12) Surface Burning Characteristics (E84)
13) Weathering (2000 hours) - China
14) Scrub Resistance (ASTM D2486)
15) Biohazard Encapsulation Approval - (ASTM E1795)
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:
Do not use this product without first taking all
appropriate safety measures to prevent property damage and injuries. These measures may include,
without limitation: proper ventilation, use of proper
lamps, wearing of protective clothing and masks,
tenting, and proper separation of application areas.
This coating is flammable. Keep away from flame,
fire, or other sources of ignition.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
For more specific safety procedures, please refer to
the RUST GRIP Material Safety Data Sheet.
MINIMUM SPREAD RATES:
Film Thickness: Metal (non bridges) - 8 mils wet /
4 mils dry; Concrete - 10 mils wet / 5 mils dry;
Wood - 8 mils wet / 4 mils dry
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: The information contained in this data
sheet is based upon tests that we believe to be accurate and is intended for
guidance only. All recommendations or suggestions relating to the use of the
products made by SPI, whether in technical documentation, or in response
to a specific enquiry, or otherwise, are based on data which to the best of our
knowledge is reliable. The products and information are designed for users
having the requisite knowledge and industrial skills, and the end-user has the
responsibility to determine the suitability of the product for its intended use.
SPI has no control over either the quality of condition of the substrate,
or the many factors affecting the use and application of the product.
Therefore, SPI does not accept any liability arising from loss, injury, or
damage resulting from such use or the contents of this data sheet (unless there
are written agrements stating otherwise).
The information contained in this data sheet is subject to modification
as a result of practical experience and continuous product development. This
data sheet replaces and annuls all previous issues and the user has the
responsibility to ensure that this sheet is current prior to using the product.

Another Quality Product From SUPERIOR PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL II, INC.
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SUPERIOR PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL II, INC.

RUST GRIP
APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS (8/4/06)
Rust Grip is a one-part, moisture-cured polyure- APPLICATION
thane that can be used as a primer, topcoat or en- 1) Rust Grip can be applied by brush (soft bristle),
roller (1/4-inch nap) or spray (use a standard aircapsulant. It can be applied to metal, concrete,
less sprayer--3,000 psi or less--with a .015 tip).
masonry and wood.
SURFACE PREPARATION
New construction (metal, concrete, masonry, wood):
1) Power wash surface (3,500 psi) with a citrus
cleaner to remove dirt, oil, tar, grease and film. In
coastal areas, Chlor-Rid should be used in addition to the citrus cleaner to remove salts.
2) Surface must be completely dry (if surface
moisture persists, wipe down with Acetone prior
to application).
NOTE: Flash rust on the substrate surface will not
hinder the adhesion strength of Rust Grip. Rust
Grip can be applied directly over flash rust when
completely dry.
Previously coated (metal, concrete, masonry, wood):
1) Power wash surface (3,500 psi) with citrus cleaner
to remove loose or flaking paint, and to clean the
surface of dirt, oil, tar, grease and film. Chlor-Rid
should also be used to remove salts.
2) Wipe down with Acetone to remove any loose
particles and to completely dry the surface.
3) Surface must be completely dry before applying
the coating.
4) If existing coating surface is glossed, sanding or
roughing the surface must be done before application -- no glossed surface.
NOTE: If pack rust, scale or bright glossy painted sur
faces exist, they must be removed by grit blast,
power tool or needle gun down to surface rust.
Once removed, begin with step 1 (power wash).
MIXING
1) Rust Grip can be mixed by hand or with a power
drill using low speed.
2) When the container is opened, the coating will
be a yellowish green color. Mix continuously
until the entire surface of the coating turns a silver
gray color. Once the coating color is completely
silver grey, mix for two more minutes making sure
the paste is off of the bottom. (Metallics are visible
when the coating is stirred properly.)
NOTE: Once a container is opened, the product must
be used or repackaged and sealed well in an unlined metal can. If left open, the product will harden
in the container.
POT LIFE
Four hours at 70F. degrees, and 60% humidity or higher.

2) In all applications (brush, roller or spray), use
the cross-hatch method (side-to-side, then top-tobottom) slowly to prevent pinholes.
3) If using a brush or roller, keep them very wet at all
times to insure proper coverage.
4) If spraying, use half-speed and cross hatch to insure proper coverage.
5) If encapsulating rust, lead-based paint, other biohazardous materials or bridges, brushing is the preferred application method. Apply the first coat by
brush (keeping it very wet at all times), using the
cross-hatch method. Go about 30 feet then return
to the beginning and apply a second coat identical
to the first. This method will insure the coating is
worked into the pores and fully encapsulates the
existing surface to, while leaving enough coating
over the surface to avoid pinholes.
6) Overcoating Rust Grip with Rust Grip has to be
done within four hours or less. All other compatible overcoatings have to be utilized within
fourteen days.
NOTE: The number of coats necessary and the thickness of each coat will be in accordance with the
job specifications.
CURE TIME
1) Two hours to touch at 70F. degrees.
2) Overcoating window is four hours at 70F. degrees
and up to two weeks. The exception is overcoating
Rust Grip with Rust Grip, which has to be done
within four hours or less.
3) Fully cures in thirty days.
4) After three weeks, the coating will have a surface
tensile strength of 6,780 psi. That number could
easily double after four months.
TEMPERATURE
1) Apply between 30F. and 100F. degrees.
2) Store between 30F. and 100F. degrees according
to hazmat standards indicated on MSDS.
CLEAN-UP OF EQUIPMENT
1) If breaks are taken, spray systems should be flushed
with solvent.
2) After completion, spray systems should be flushed
and cleaned with solvent.
3) After completion, brushes and rollers should be
discarded.
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R

Notice
Vol. 142, No. 17 — April 26, 2008

Volatile Organic Compound
(VOC) Concentration Limits for
Architectural Coatings
Regulations
Statutory authority
Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999
Sponsoring department
Department of the Environment
REGULATORY IMPACT
ANALYSIS STATEMENT
(This statement is not part of the Regulations.)

Description
Purpose
The purpose of the proposed Volatile Organic Compound (VOC)
Concentration Limits for Architectural Coatings Regulations (the
proposed Regulations), to be made pursuant to subsection 93(1) of the
Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999 (CEPA 1999), is to
protect the environment and health of Canadians by setting VOC
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Item Column 1

Architectural Coating

Column 2

Column 3

Anniversary of
the Day on
which these
Regulations
Come into
VOC
Concentration Force
Limit (g/L)

1.

Antenna coating, including
coatings for an antenna2019;s
associated structural
appurtenances

530

1st

2.

550
Thermoplastic rubber coating
and mastic, incorporating no
less than 40% by weight of
thermoplastic rubbers in its total
resin solids, for application to
roofing or other structural
surfaces

1st

3.

Metallic pigmented coating,
500
containing at least 48 g of
elemental metallic pigment per
litre of coating as applied

1st

4.

Bituminous roof primer

350

3rd

5.

Any other bituminous roof
coating

300

3rd

6.

Non-bituminous roof coating,
for application to roofs to
prevent penetration of the
substrate by water or to reflect
heat and ultraviolet radiation

250

1st

7.

Calcimine recoater, flat solvent- 475
borne coating for re-coating
calcimine-painted surfaces

1st

8.

Bond breaker, for application
between layers of concrete

350

1st

9.

Concrete curing compound, for 350
application to freshly poured
concrete to retard the
evaporation of water

1st

10. Concrete surface retarder,

780

1st
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

pg 1 of 2

SECTION I - PRODUCT INFORMATION:
PRODUCT IDENTIFIER: RUST GRIP
MANUFACTURER: SUPERIOR PRODUCTS INT'L II, INC.
ADDRESS: 10835 W. 78th St., Shawnee, KS 66214
PRODUCT USE: Corrosion coating protection for steel and concrete surfaces
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER: 800-424-9300; 202/483-7616
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS:
HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS
%
CAS/PIN
LD50(Species/Route) LC50 (Species)
aromatic 100
15-40 64742-95-6
2.9 g/kg (oral,rat)
1500 ppm (rat)
21.6 g/kg (dermal,rabbit)
mineral spirits
5-10
64741-41-9
8.5 g/kg (i.p.,rat)
NAV
prepolymer diphenyl methane
3-7
26447-40-5
NAV
NAV
diisocyanate
4,4-diphenyl methane
3-7
101-68-8
2.2 g/kb (oral,mouse) 178 mg/m3 (rat)
diisocyanate
369-490 mg/m3, 4h (rat)
aluminumpigment
10-30 7429-90-5
NAV
NAV
isocynate catalysed polyurethane 15-40 58043-05-3
NAV
NAV
SECTION III - HAZARD IDENTIFICATION:
The product is a flammable, solvent-based product and should be treated according to all known safety precautions. Refer to Section VII for Storage and Handling
recommendations, Section VIII for Personal Protection, Section XIV for transport.
SECTION IV - FIRST AID MEASURES:
INHALATION: Remove to fresh air. Give oxygen if required. Seek medical help.
EYES: Flush w/water for at least 15 minutes; see physician.
SKIN: Remove contaminated clothing; wash affected areas w/mild soap & water.
INGESTION: Do not induce vomiting. Give 1-2 glasses milk or water. Seek
medical attention according to amount of product ingested.
SECTION V - FIREFIGHTING MEASURES:
CONDITIONS OF FLAMMABILITY: Spraying/activities that create fine mist
HAZARDOUS COMBUSTION PRODUCTS: Carbon monoxide, isocyanate-based
fume
AUTOIGNITION TEMP.: 214C. degrees
MINIMUM IGNITION ENERGY: 6.1%
FLASH POINT & METHOD: 44C. TCC
FLAMMABLE LIMITS: (Lower) 1.4%
(Upper) NAV%
SENSITIVITY TO STATIC DISCHARGE? Yes
SENSITIVITY TO MECHANICAL IMPACT? POssible due to aluminum content
SPECIAL PROCEDURES: Firefighters should wear full-body protection & SCBA
MEANS OF EXTINCTION: Foam, dry chemical, carbon dioxide; water fog to cool
containers exposed to heat.
SECTION VI - ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES: Use kitty litter or similar
absorbent to contain spill. Neutralize w/solution of 80% water/20%
Tergitol TMN-10. Use protective clothing; use non-sparking tools.
SECTION VII - HANDLING AND STORAGE:
Storage Requirements: Maintain temperature between 32-122F. degrees;
average shelf life is 12 months @ 77F. degrees.
Handling Procedures/Equipment: Ground all containers; use non-sparking
tools.
NAP = Not Applicable
NAV = Not Available
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PRODUCT IDENTIFIER: RUST GRIP

pg 2 of 2

SECTION VIII - EXPOSURE CONTROLS AND PERSONAL PROTECTION:
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: To be worn when spraying or within
contained areas--Half-face respirator w/organic vapor filter, safety glasses
w/shields, PVA or nitrile chemical-resistant gloves, skin protection; for all
other applications, good judgement should be used.
ENGINEERING CONTROLS: To spray, mechanical exhaust ventilation is required
SECTION IX - PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES:
PHYSICAL STATE: Liquid
SOLUBILITYIN WATER: Insoluable
APPEARANCE AND ODOR: Silver grey liquid, aromatic odor
FREEZING POINT: NAP
BOILING POINT: >150C. deg.
pH: NAP
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 1.1
ODOR THRESHOLD: 0.4ppm
COEFF. WATER/OIL: NAV EVAPORATION RATE: very slow% VOLATILES: 45
VAPOUR DENSITY (Air=1): NAV
VAPOUR PRESSURE: 8mmHg@20C. deg.
SECTION X - STABILITY AND REACTIVITY:
CONDITIONS OF REACTIVITY: Dry aluminum powder
CORROSIVE? No
CHEMICAL INCOMPATIBILITY: Ammonium nitrate chorofluoro carbons,
chlorinated solvents, metal oxides, strong bases, peroxides, amines
CONDITIONS OF INSTABILITY: Impact, heat, friction
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: Hydrogen gas, reactive chlorides
SECTION VI - TOXICOLOGICAL PROPERTIES:
ROUTES OF ENTRY:SKIN CONTACT _X_ EYE CONTACT _X_ INHALATION _X_
INGESTION _X_ SYNERGISTIC PRODUCTS NAV
EXPOSURE LIMITS: Diphenyl methane diisocyanate prepolymer
(0.005 mg/m3); 4,4-diphenyl methane diisocyanate (0.005 mg/m3)
EFFECTS OF ACUTE EXPOSURE: Headache, dizziness, nausea, intoxication,
pulmonary edema
EFFECTS OF CHRONIC EXPOSURE: Defatting of skin, dryness; allergic asthma
MUTAGENICITY: NAV
TERATOGENICITY: Insufficient information
CARCINOGENICITY: Possible based on study of population exposed to mineral spirits
IRRITANCY: Skin & eye irritation
REPRODUCTIVE TOXICITY: NAV
SENSITIZATION: Respirator sensitization, skin sensitization
SECTION XII - ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION:
Air: 3.48 lbs./gallon; 414 grams/liter V.O.C.
Water: Insoluble in water; reacts slowly w/water forming polyurea polymer
and liberating CO2 gas
Soil: Lead- and chromate-free, not hazardous under RCRA 40CFR
SECTION XIII - WASTE DISPOSAL:
Dispose of as paint/aluminum waste according to local regulations.
SECTION XIV - TRANSPORT INFORMATION:
Product is considered hazardous material, to be handled according to
Class 3//UN1263//P.G. III guidelines.
SECTION XV - REGULATORY INFORMATION:
No listed materials under Superfund Amendments & Reauthorization Act of
1988 (SARA) 302, 304, 311, 312, 313
SECTION XVI - OTHER INFORMATION: NAV
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

PREPARED BY: J. Pritchett, Superior Products Int'l II, Inc. DATE: 05/18/06
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STATEMENT SPECIFICALLY AFFIRMING THE PRODUCT MEETS THE COMPOSITIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF
THE SPECIFICATION – SSPC 38

Rust Grip does not meet the compositional requirements of the SSPC Paint 38
specification. We discussed this during our telephone conversation and you
said submit it anyway. I have attached the composition of Rust Grip for your
use.
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October 21, 2008
Component Breakdown for RUST GRIP®.
Material
Aromatic 100
Mineral Spirits
Pre-polymer Diphenyl
Methane Diisoyanate
Aluminum Pigment
Catalysed Polyurethane
Total

Percentage
30.0%
10.0%
5.0%
30.0%
25.0%
100.00%

Solids By Weight
Solids By Volume
Theoretrical Coverage Per Mils
Pot Life

CAS#
100/64742-95-6
64741-41-9
26447-40-5
7429-90-5
58043-05-5

62.20%
51.37%
8 mils wft/4 mils dft
4 hours @ 70 F. degrees

This information is true and accurate.
Signed:

J.E. Pritchett
President
Superior Products International II, Inc.
USA
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RUST GRIP penetration into a surface
First, the explanation of how the resin system is designed to penetrate:
RG is based on a blend of very-low-molecular weight resins. These highly-penetrating,
and adhesive resins are then reduced in viscosity with solvents. This reduction
produces a very "mobile" liquid complex.
Penetration and wetting are now maximized because you have a low-viscosity, and lowmolecular-weight polymer solution which actively seeks out porosity and texture, in the
specific substrate to which it is applied.
It will not change the chemical structure of metal because it does not have a chemical
reaction to metal as does converters and such.
It penetrates and the “key” is that it then swells by pulling the moisture from the air to
activate its’ moisture cure reaction causing the swelling which then “anchors” itself into
the surface which is the main point of how it locks to the metal and pores. No other
coating can anchor itself inside the pores, hairline cracks, etc. which causes the coating
to become part of the metal surface by using the surface rust as a profile and causing
this surface rust to become 6780 psi or 470 bar surface tensile strength instead of weak
rust. Remember that rust is metal, just oxidized. If we encapsulate it, we have used it
to form a layer of metal of “already” rusted metal (which cannot rust again) to harden
and protect the surface of the metal.

Second, is to give a physical presentation to how Rust Grip will penetrate, using
the angle and the capillarity strength forces of Rust Grip.
ramé-hart
Information on Contact Angle
A contact angle can be measured by producing a drop of liquid on a solid. The angle formed
between the solid/liquid interface and the liquid/vapor interface is referred to as a the
contact angle. The most common method for measurement involves looking at the profile of
the drop and measuring two-dimensionally the angle formed between the solid and the drop
profile with the vertex at the three-phase line as shown in the graphic below.
Young's equation is used to describe the interactions between the forces of cohesion and
adhesion and measure what is referred to as surface energy.
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A drop with a contact angle over 90° is hydrophobic. This condition is exemplified by poor
wetting, poor adhesiveness and the solid surface free energy is low. A drop with a small
contact angle is hydrophilic. This condition reflects better wetting, better adhesiveness, and
higher surface energy.
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Types of Contact Angle Measurements
Static Contact Angle
This is perhaps the most common type of measurement. A single reading on a static sessile
drop shortly after its creation. A static contact angle is captured when a thermodynamic
equilibrium is reached between the three phases: solid, liquid, and gas.
Static contact angle provides valuable information about the properties of the surface. Any
ramé-hart instrument can be used to capture the static contact angle.
Contact angle is often used to measure cleanliness. Organic contaminants will prevent
wetting and result in higher contact angles on hydrophilic surfaces. As a surface is cleaned
and treated to remove contaminants the contact angle typically will decrease as wetting
improves and surface energy increases.
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The point of the droplet testing is to judge the penetration power of the liquid into the surface
pores or porosity of the surface and if the liquid is Hydrophobic the drop will stand on top of the
surface with a high degree of angle because it does not wet out and penetrate into the surface. If
the liquid is Hydrophilic, the drop will penetrate into the surface pores and measure a very low
degree of angle.
As seen in the laboratory picture taken (below on next page) over a metal plate, the water droplet
is 49 degree angle and the RUST GRIP® is a 15 degree angle showing the wetting and
penetration over the surface. As shown by the drawing above, any degree below 25 degrees is
excellent. RUST GRIP® is a 15 degree and very Hydrophilic to wet out and penetrate into the
metal or any porous surface. The droplet of RUST GRIP® was set on the metal plate and
immediately the measurement was taken on the degree angle. This angle represents the
immediate surface penetration that can be expected.
RUST GRIP shows in this laboratory test that the Capillary action was also in force. The
Capillary action is the ability of a liquid to flow in narrow spaces without the assistance of, and
in opposition to external forces like gravity. It occurs because of the inter-molecular attractive
forces between the liquid and solid surrounding surfaces.
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One-Coat Paint System That
Encapsulates Lead-Based Paint and
Eliminates Sandblasting
JOSEPH E. PRITCHETT, Superior Products International II, Inc.,
Shawnee, KS, SANDRA HUBBERT, Superior Products International DOT
Group, Charleston, SC
IBC 08-36
Keywords: Superior Products International, one-coat paint system, sandblasting, lead-based paint, corrosion,
encapsulate, maintenance
Abstract: Encapsulation of lead-based paint and existing rust with minimum surface preparation and no
regulated sandblasting can save millions of dollars when transportation budgets are drastically being reduced.
Allocating monies toward as many bridges as possible is the key to addressing “at risk” inventories that fall
outside the established priority rankings.
INTRODUCTION

10. Durability and strength to last ten to twenty
years in the harshest environments; and

Rust Grip® was originally conceived and developed
in 1988 by Joseph E. Pritchett, a renowned inventor
of specialty industrial coatings. A new and different
coating was needed to stop corrosion problems in
the real world environment of the oil fields in Mexico
and South America. Because of heat, humidity, and
existing primitive methods of grit blasting, this
coating had to have the following characteristics:

11. One part system - stir and apply.
In 1994, Joseph E. Pritchett and the company he
founded, Superior Products International II, Inc.,
began the laboratory testing necessary to market
Rust Grip® in the United States. During this testing
process, the unique capabilities of Rust Grip® were
revealed. The testing showed that Rust Grip® could
be applied not only over surface rust, but also over
existing paint with the ability to penetrate through
the layers of existing paint deep into the pores of
the substrate. This discovery led to the issuance of
a process patent by the U.S. Patent Office on
December 9, 1997, stating that Rust Grip® could be
used as an encapsulant of lead-based paint,
asbestos and other bio-hazardous materials. The
patent (Patent #5,695,812) opened new markets for
Rust Grip®, including bridges in the United States.

1. Apply directly over surface rust;
2. Apply as a one-coat system;
3. Apply easily without extensive surface
preparation;
4. Penetrate through surface rust deep into the
pores of the underlying substrate;
5. Expand and swell into the pores and recesses to
anchor and lock;
6. Withstand abrasion and direct impact;
7. Withstand acid rain and chemical splashes;
8. Surface tensile strength built for the
petrochemical and heavy industrial areas;
9. Protect from UV rays for use on the exterior of
substrates;

The capability of Rust Grip® to be applied over and
to encapsulate lead-based painted surfaces or nonlead based painted surfaces has opened new
avenues to protect and preserve existing bridges or
other substrates at tremendous cost savings.

1 of 6
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RUST GRIP®
THE ONE-COAT PAINT SYSTEM

Because of reduced surface preparation needed
before coating, Rust Grip® can often save up to sixty
percent (60%) of the total coating costs. This
significant cost savings has led many states within
the United States to begin using Rust Grip ® as a
coating for bridges and/or bridge repair projects.
With its proven ability to be applied over existing
paint and surface rust in an environmentally friendly
manner, Rust Grip® will reduce the cost of bridge
maintenance and repair.

All polyurethanes have common elements of name
and base components. With special additives, the
characteristics of a base urethane can be altered to
performance functions not normally realized from a
basic urethane.
Unlike all other moisture cure
urethanes on the market (a generic category of
urethanes), Rust Grip® has been developed with
special additives allowing the coating to penetrate,
encapsulate, and then harden. No other general
category, moisture cure urethane has similar
capability to penetrate, cure down, and provide this
unique performance combination.

DEFERRED MAINTENANCE APPROACH TO BRIDGES
Throughout the United States, transportation
agencies are implementing bridge maintenance
programs aimed at corrosion control. The direct
cost of bridge corrosion is estimated to be over 8
billion dollars annually, and the indirect cost
resulting from traffic delays and lost productivity is
more than 10 times that amount ($80+ billion).

Rust Grip® is formulated with a special and unique
combination of solvents and additives that give Rust
Grip® very high penetration / wetting / coating
performance capabilities (increases pentration and
adds wetting action).
Rust Grip® is also very
different from other urethane coatings because it is
made with very high solids and very low molecular
weight.
Rust Grip® is a unique coating with
exceptional performance characteristics.

Transportation agencies are not receiving adequate
funds to maintain bridge inventories. With declining
budgets and escalating costs, bridges continue to
deteriorate, and this deterioration decreases the
expected service life of these structures. Agencies
must decide which bridge structures will receive
funding for rehabilitation and which structures will
be deferred to later years. As a result, the quantity
of deferred bridge maintenance grows each year.

Rust Grip® is designed to be applied directly over
existing flash/surface rust to allow the best profile
for the coating to penetrate, encapsulate, and lock
the existing rust and surface tightly. Rust Grip®
penetrates deep into the pores of the existing
substrate to encapsulate, then swells to anchor into
the surface profile, and seals to a minimum 6,780
psi surface tensile strength (ASTM E 1795). The
surface flash rust provides a profile and bond to the
metal surface of the substrate that offers millions of
anchors directly into the metal surface. When this
profile is encapsulated and strengthen to 6,780 psi
tensile strength, the coating and the metal become
one unit that is tight, strong, and very secure.

Future costs considered, addressing structurally
deficient bridge inventories becomes critical because
bridges compete for the same funding as other
essential highway projects, such as road
maintenance and new construction.

ENCAPSULATE LEAD-BASED PAINT
OVERCOATING DOES NOT REMOVE LEAD HAZARDS
With solvent carriers that allow it to penetrate into
the pores of surfaces, Rust Grip® outperforms
topical surface coatings. Traditional coating systems
adhere to roughness on the surface layers like a
glue and are susceptible to attrition and loss of
adhesion over time. Oxidation and acid rain can
enter and set off corrosion, even though the surface
coating remains intact.
FIGURE 1: US Highway 190 Bridge Baton Rouge, LA
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Rust Grip® penetrates deep in the pores of the metal
or concrete substrate because it is made with low
molecular weight solvents that act to provide
wetting so that deep penetration can occur. After it
penetrates, Rust Grip® draws moisture from the
atmosphere which reacts with the active ingredients
of the base component. This results in a gassing
effect of the molecules causing them to expand and
swell into all the pores to block out air, gasses, and
moisture and to encapsulate the surface. After it
encapsulates, Rust Grip® cures to a 6,780 psi
surface tensile strength (concrete is 3,500 psi by
comparison) within three (3) weeks and continues to
toughen over time. When other corrosion coatings
are applied to surfaces after a completed white
metal blast, corrosion redevelops after only six (6)
months to two (2) years under the coating film,
causing bubbles on the surface from off-gassing of
the corrosion. This happens because the surface
has developed flash rust before the corrosion
coating was finally applied, and the coating was not
designed to penetrate and encapsulate. As a result,
corrosion reappears. Rust Grip® penetrates directly
into and through 1/16-inch of surface rust, swells,
anchors, locks, and encapsulates so that the surface
cannot breathe, cannot get moisture, and cannot
oxidize again. Where there is no air and moisture,
there is no corrosion.
Rust Grip® will not
long-term solution
tremendously reduce
and human exposure
lead-based paint.

Traditional bridge coating systems perform optimally
at a SSPC-SP10 surface preparation, which requires
abrasive blasting to abate the substrate and prepare
surface for the new coating system. Rust Grip®
performs optimally at a SSPC-SP2 surface
preparation.
Steve Williams, of Avalotis Corporation, with over 20
years of experience in the paint industry, estimates
that the standard, near-white metal blast produces a
minimum of six (6) and up to eight (8) pounds
per/sq ft of spent abrasive. To get a better idea of
how much debris that represents, 4 million square
feet of paintable surface can generate anywhere
from 13,000 to 21,000 tons of spent abrasive. In
contrast, the paint chips collected from using Rust
Grip® would be minimal.
Current bridge coating systems require traffic control
and lane adjustments because of containment and
equipments staging. Additional room is required for
placement of blast pots, air compressors, dust
collectors, and dumpsters.
The equipment
requirements for Rust Grip® are hand tools, power
washers, and paint equipment - very minimal in
comparison.
Eliminating the requirement for abrasive blasting
dramatically reduces the environmental impact.
Contaminated waste deposited in landfills, the
potential for air, water and soil contamination, and
the exposure of workers to hazardous substances
are diminished.

only provide an outstanding,
against corrosion, it will
the impact to the environment
to hazardous materials such as

ELIMINATE SANDBLASTING AND THE ADVERSE
IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND PERSONNEL
For years, sandblasting or abrasive blasting has
been used to remove dirt, corrosion, and existing
paint from bridges.
The dangers of abrasive blasting and other blast
media practices are well documented. If abrasive
blasting is performed near or over water, there can
be significant adverse effects on water quality and
marine inhabitants. Air quality can also be adversely
affected if the tiny particles of blast media are
discharged into the air. Soil can also become
contaminated. If the blast media is contaminated
with lead, the dangers and pollution are greater.
Worker exposure to the dust generated during the
blasting process is another major concern.

FIGURE 2:
During the paint removal process,
workers enclose the work area in vacuum-sealed
tarps to contain and collect lead-based paint debris
for offsite disposal.
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ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF USING RUST GRIP®

The traditional overcoating method is only effective
if the new coating remains intact. Otherwise, the
hazard of exposure to lead-based paint resurfaces.
Rust Grip® penetrates and solidifies the existing
layers of paint, eliminating the lead hazards once
and for all. Traditional overcoating systems will not
eliminate lead hazards.

One-Coat Paint System: By replacing the traditional
three-coat system with a one-coat system, Rust
Grip® will save each state millions of dollars.
Rust Grip® does not require a topcoat and,
therefore, is a one-coat paint system which can offer
up to 60% savings on bridges and any other stateowned steel asset including guardrails, bridge and
overpass railings, strain poles, and mast arms.

There are millions of square feet of paintable steel
surfaces owned by transportation agencies
throughout the United States that are covered with
rust and lead-based paint. Consider the savings on
millions of square feet when:
1. Eliminating the manhours and product costs
associated with the application of two additional
coatings (the intermediate and finish coat as
presribed in a traditional 3-coat system);
2. Eliminating the manhours and equipment costs
associated with prepping the surface to a SSPCSP10 versus a SSPC-SP2 surface preparation;
3. Decreasing the costs associated with the
containment and disposal of non-hazardous and
hazardous/special waste from abrasive blasting.

Rust Grip® is metallic gray/silver in color, which is an
acceptable color for most steel structures. If a
different color is desired, the manufacturer
recommends to top coat with Enamo Grip.
Today’s maintenance budgets are underfunded and
transportation agencies are unable to keep up with
rising costs. Maintaining and rehabilitating bridges
will inevitably become more expensive in the future,
but the savings generated from decreasing product
costs and manhours by eliminating two applications
of paint can be used to reduce maintenance
backlogs of structurally deficient bridges within state
inventories.

The savings generated from using Rust Grip® versus
the traditional bridge coating systems are
tremendous. Rust Grip® should be considered for
use by all transportation agency bridge maintenance
programs.

Eliminate Sandblasting:
With its ability to
encapsulate lead-based paint and to be applied
directly over existing paint and/or surface rust, Rust
Grip® will save each state millions of dollars in
surface preparation costs.

FIELD TESTED & LABORATORY PROVEN
Tests for Rust Grip® conducted by accredited
laboratories demonstrate:
Rust Grip® can encapsulate and penetrate up to
18 layers of existing lead-based paint.
Rust Grip® hardens to 6,780 psi surface tensile
strength after curing for three (3) weeks.
Rust Grip® is an approved lead-based paint
abatement method.
Rust Grip® is chemical and acid resistant.

Before traditional, bridge coating systems can be
applied to surfaces of steel bridges, they require the
substrate to be prepped to near white metal, SSPCSP10. The prep for Rust Grip® is only a SSPC-SP2.
Abrasive blasting requires elaborate containment
systems to collect abrasive dust and pulverized lead
paint dust. These protective measures are labor
intensive and very expensive. Containment systems
are noisy and can cause environmental problems in
concentrated urban areas where structures and
people are in close proximity. Rust Grip® requires
no elaborate containment.

Field testing conducted by a NACE certified
independent inspector/consultant:
Rust Grip® has tested with several state
Department of Transportations and proven its
ability to encapsulate and penetrate existing red
lead. In one state test, the existing red lead
paint had a 100 psi pull test, but after Rust
Grip® encapsulation, the pull test on the same
painted surface was 580 psi. No other coating
on the market has shown these results in either
laboratory or actual field testing.

Encapsulate Lead-Based Paint: With its ability to
encapsulate lead-based paint, Rust Grip® will save
each state millions of dollars by eliminating the need
to monitor and maintain bridges coated with the
traditional overcoat method.
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Additional testing includes:
ASTM TESTING:
B117/D1654, D610-01, D714-02, D1654-05
D3359, D4060, D4541, E903-96, E1795, G20-88,
G85
CHINA SHIPBUILDING TESTS:
GB/T 1771-91 Salt Fog Resistance (2000 Hrs)
GB/T 1866-88 Manual Aging (2000 Hrs)
GB/T 10834-88 Salt Water Resistance (1000 Hrs)
GB/T 5219-85 Pulling Apart Adhesion (4.07 MPa)
GB/T 1733-93 Boiling Water Immersion (8 hrs)

FIGURE 5: College Park Dr Bridge 2008, LADOTD

MARITIME APPROVALS:
DNV (Det Norske Veritas) – Certified
ABS (American Bureau of Shipping) – Certified
IMO (Internat’l Marine Organization) – Certified
US Coast Guard – Certified

FIGURE 6: College Park Dr Bridge 2008, LADOTD

FIELD TESTING PHOTO

FIGURE 7: Railings Before Rust Grip 2005, OKDOT

FIGURE 8: Railings After Rust Grip 2008, OKDOT
FIGURE 3: US 190 Bridge 2003, LADOTD

FIGURE 9: Railings Before Rust Grip 2006, TXDOT

FIGURE 4: US 190 Bridge 2008, LADOTD

FIGURE 10: Railings After Rust Grip 2008, TXDOT
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OTHER RUST GRIP® PROJECTS

CONCLUSION
Corrosion of steel bridges has been a problem for
hundreds of years, and little progress has made over
the last thirty (30) years with traditional coating
systems to address the issue. Maintenance painting
and lead-based paint removal are being placed in a
backlog year after year as transportation agencies
contend with budget shortfalls and an increasingly
aging infrastructure. The key to reducing structurally
deficient bridge inventories is for transportation
agencies to find new and innovative ways to stretch
their budget dollars. The pressure to find necessary
funding to address these known "risk" bridge
inventories is tremendous.

FIGURE 11: William J. Clifton Bridge 2005, LADOTD

Encapsulation of existing rust with minimum surface
preparation and elimination of regulated, abrasive
blasting can save critical time and money. Set up
times, project duration, traffic interference, liability
costs to protect workers, and public and
environmental issues are all dramatically reduced by
using minimum surface preparation and coating with
Rust Grip®.

FIGURE 12: William J. Clifton Bridge 2008, LADOTD

Easy to prep and easy to apply while at the same
time extending a bridge’s service life, attaining
higher pull-off strength than the current bridge
coating
systems,
withstanding
extreme
temperatures and harsh chemical or salt
environments is a coating solution that demands
attention and serious consideration. Rust Grip® has
passed all of the testing required by the current
coating system requirements, including emersion
testing which most coating systems could not pass.
FIGURE 13: US Highway 52 Vicksburg, MSDOT

Time is short, and the bridge infrastructure is in dire
need of repair. Rust Grip® can be the solution, and
Rust Grip® has the performance history, testing, and
credentials to provide confidence that the right
decision is being made.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Steve Williams – Avalotis Corporation

FIGURE 14: Rust Grip Applied to Deck of Largest
Casino Ship in United States, Michigan City, IN
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January 11, 2011
Superior Products International II, Inc.
10835 W. 78th Street
Shawnee, KS 66214
Att: Mr. Craig R. Smith
Technical Director

Re: DL–15881C

OBJECTIVE
To test a coating for compliance to the salt spray requirements as outlined in the Florida
Department of Transportation specification.
PRODUCT TESTED
Coated panels were submitted by Superior Products II, Inc. and identified as:
Rust Grip NS 1, 6-mils through Rust Grip NS 3, 6-mils
TEST PROCEDURE
The coated panels were exposed in a Salt Fog Chamber maintained in accordance with
ASTM B 117, for 15,000 hours. The panels were evaluated periodically for overall blistering in
accordance with ASTM D 714 and rust staining in accordance with ASTM D 610.
TEST RESULTS
The test results can be found in the Appendix.
ASTM D 714, Degree of Blistering
Blister Size
10 - None
8 - Pinpoint size
6 - 1/16-inch diameter approx.
4 - 1/8-inch diameter approx.
2 - ¼-inch diameter approx.

Frequency of Occurrence
F
- Few
M
- Medium
MD
- Medium Dense
D
- Dense
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Superior Products International II, Inc.
Re: DL-15881C
January 11, 2011

TEST RESULTS (cont.)
ASTM D 610, Degree of Rusting
Rust Grade
10
9
8
6
4
2
0

Description
No rusting
Minute rusting, less than 0.03% of surface area
Few isolated areas, less than 0.1% of surface area
Extensive rust areas, less than 1% of surface area
Rusting to the extent of 10% of surface area
Approximately 33% of surface rusted
Approximately 100% of surface rusted

DL Labs, Inc.

Mario Lazaro, Jr.
Assistant Technical Director

Page 2 of 4
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Superior Products International II, Inc.
Re: DL-15881C
January 11, 2011

APPENDIX

TEST RESULTS

ASTM B 117 SALT SPRAY (FOG) CORROSION RESISTANCE
The three coated panels of Rust Grip NS, 6-mils exhibit the following:

250 Hours Exposure
500 Hours Exposure
750 Hours Exposure
1,000 Hours Exposure
1,250 Hours Exposure
1,500 Hours Exposure
1,750 Hours Exposure
2,000 Hours Exposure
2,250 Hours Exposure
2,500 Hours Exposure
2,750 Hours Exposure
3,000 Hours Exposure
3,250 Hours Exposure
3,500 Hours Exposure
3,750 Hours Exposure
4,000 Hours Exposure
4,250 Hours Exposure
4,500 Hours Exposure
4,750 Hours Exposure
5,000 Hours Exposure
5,250 Hours Exposure
5,500 Hours Exposure
5,750 Hours Exposure
6,000 Hours Exposure
6,250 Hours Exposure
6,500 Hours Exposure
6,750 Hours Exposure
7,000 Hours Exposure
7,250 Hours Exposure
7,500 Hours Exposure
7,750 Hours Exposure
8,000 Hours Exposure

Blistering
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Rust Staining
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
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Superior Products International II, Inc.
Re: DL-15881C
January 11, 2011

APPENDIX (cont.)

TEST RESULTS

ASTM B 117 SALT SPRAY (FOG) CORROSION RESISTANCE
The three coated panels of Rust Grip NS, 6-mils exhibit the following:

8,250 Hours Exposure
8,500 Hours Exposure
8,750 Hours Exposure
9,000 Hours Exposure
9,250 Hours Exposure
9,500 Hours Exposure
9,750 Hours Exposure
10,000 Hours Exposure
10,250 Hours Exposure
10,500 Hours Exposure
10,750 Hours Exposure
11,000 Hours Exposure
11,250 Hours Exposure
11,500 Hours Exposure
11,750 Hours Exposure
12,000 Hours Exposure
12,250 Hours Exposure
12,500 Hours Exposure
12,750 Hours Exposure
13,000 Hours Exposure
13,250 Hours Exposure
13,500 Hours Exposure
13,750 Hours Exposure
14,000 Hours Exposure
14,250 Hours Exposure
14,500 Hours Exposure
14,750 Hours Exposure
15,000 Hours Exposure

Blistering
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Rust Staining
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
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January 24,2007

\{r. Hos'ard Kindig
Superior Products lnternational DOT Group
8740 Bayside
Baton Rouge, LA 70806

RE:

Preiiminary results on the L90 Bridge, Barton Rouge, LA
CorrTeeh Job I.[o. 5223

Dear N&. Kindig:

perfonned all the field testing in accordance with the ASTM Standards as required by the
Florida DOT on the structural steel of the 190 Bridge located in Baton Rouge, LA'
11'e have

This bridge has been exposed to corrosion environment for
signs of degradation and has met all of the ASTM criteria'

a

period of three )/ears. The coating shows no

-{dditional lab testing is being performed and the results w-ili be forwarded to you as soon

as

they are

available.

If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to cali.
Sincerely,

m,**@. @rq
R.amon E.

P

e\aez,

NACE CCI

\4anaging Parftrer

Corporate Ofrce;

Regional Ofice:

Regional Ofice:

25 South Street

2269 Saw Mill Rivei Road

PO

Hopkinton

\[A

0i748

508 435-0090
508 435-0096 fax

Elmsiord. NY i0523
974 574-1925

o114a:.-il)1 9v

Box 148
East Hampton, CT 06424
864-267-7011
860-267-7367

fax
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DE

PARTMENT O F TRANS PORTATIOFi A}{D
DEVELOPMENT
I

, +:ILYREFER

REFtrRRED TO

NTRADEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

TC

FILE NO
REFERRED FOR ACTION

MEMO TO

MR TUAN TRAN, E

ANS\AJER FOR MY SIGNATL]RE
I

tir

MR RCNAID S. ALLEN I

FROM:

\i

FOR FILE
FOR YOUR INFORMATIOI'l
FOR SlGNATURE
RFTURN TO I.JIE
PLEASE SEE ['tE
PLEASE TELEPHONE [,tE
FOR A.PPROVAL

.

ENGIN EER TECHNiCiAN DCL

JUtY 14 2009

NNTC.
UAIL.

SUBJECT:

DL

;rctr

6n\/ ec nra

IDENT CODE 79-O1C

SUPERIOR PRODI]CTS INTERNATIONAL
FIRST COAT _ RUST GR]P MCU PR UER

II

INC

SECOND COAT. RUST GRIP [ICU PRII'/1ER

Freld evaluation testing nas been compleied for lhe above referenced system. The three year evaluation
performed at the College Drive overpass in Baton Rouge, La indicates this paint system performed
comparable to ine MS-285-003 paint sysiem in the areas of blisiering rusting, fading chalking and
adhesion. The acihesion results are lrsted beiow.

Rust Grip Paint System

MS-285-003 Paini System

175

Ave'age

'150

300
200
150

206

200

t/c
psr

Average

163 osi

Based upon the resuLts of lhjs evaluation, ii is recommendeC thai thts product be aoproved for use by',he
Department and placed on Qualified Products List 79 Proiectlve Coatings for Majntenance Overcoating of
Steel Bridges

RSA ra

cc:

[4s. Cassandra Collins

r,ls

i.-!iL
r.

CP:ORTUi'.liTY El.,4PLOY:R
WORKPLACE

l?JG':RaE

m

DA-E

Iffi

DA:E

ffi

DA=

ArPRO,,=D

).qTi
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STATE OF LOUISIANA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Materials and Tesiing Section

5080 Florlda Blvd.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70806
www.dotd,la.gov

BOBBY jII.ItrAL

aatr

a^o

WILLIAM D. ANKNER, Ph,D

Alaa

SECRETARY

GOVERNOR

July 17,2009
QU.AL]FIED PRODUCTS LtST 79
PROTECTI\/E COATNGS FOR ]VIAIJTTENANCE
O\/ERCOATING OF STEEL BRIDGES
QPL IDENT. NO . 7e-010
Rust Grip MCU Primer
Rust Grip MCU Primer
Superior Products International Souiheast, Lrc

Mi.

Crarg R. Snrith
10835 W 78'r'street
Shawnee, KS 66214
Dear Mr. Smirh:

The Department has completed iis evaluaiion of the above relerenced Paint System, This product has been found to conlorm
to the QPL 79 specification requirements. It has been approved for use by the Department and li.sted on the Qualified
Products List 79: PROTECTI\iE COATNGS FOR MAINTENANCE O\/ERCOATIN-G OF STEEL BRIDGES as foilow:

Product
Source

Code

'
.

VOC

Froduct

Source

!

lb/"rl */l

3.5
35

Rust Grip MCL Primer
Rust Grin MCU Primer

4r4

Supenor Products

lnterlationr

414
10835

w

78'r' Str-eet

Shau,nee. KS 66214

all products to be used by the Departrnent, regaldless of prior appror,al, shaU be sampled in accordance with
Material Sampling Manual and tested for specification confomance. Non-conformance rvith the specificaiions may result
in ihe lemoval of the product fi-om rhe Quaiified Products List. Please include your product soulce code number u,ith any
Please note that
the

future correspondence.

If you slrould require

any assistance, please contact

lt4-r-.

Richie Charoenpap at 225-248-4217

.

Sincerely,

Luanna Cambas, P.E.
D

OTD MATEzuALS ENGINEER ADI\4INISTRATOR

LC:RC:tt
cc; Mr. Richie Charoenpap. P.E,
;

Ms, Cassadra Coliins

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY E[4PLOYER
A DRUG-FREE V\/ORKPtACE

n? a3 ?cto
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07 - 08 -2449

STATE OF LOUISIANA
DEPARTMENT OF TR.ANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPME}JT
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF
PAII{T/THINNER (l.42)

DISTRICT

22

DATE SAMPLED..06_03-09 MATI FTOM.
DATE TESTED. . .06 _02-49

PRO,fECT NLT}{BER..I'LqTLAB
LAB NIIMBER. . . . . .22-733345

--EnrqPURPOSE..ACCEPTANCE

QUANTITY

SPEC CODE.., ,.1
' Ci{EIUICAL LAB
LAB
IITIATERTALS
BY..DOTD
SUBI{ITTED
sllAlt'lvEE, KS
souRcE. . . suPERroR PROD. rNT. 2 (Spr)

Independent Lab.

1

GA-

.

REMARKS..RUST GRIP FOR QPL 79
TTEM NO..

TEST

RUST GRIP

TYPE

GR-AY

COLOR

NO\T_VOLATILE

PIGMENT,

VEHICLE,

IN VEHIC],E,

52.31
l.5.32

%

%
%

WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB.
VISCOSITY, KREB Ir'NITS @ 7l
DRY TOUCH
DRY T!{ROUGH

F

TNFRARED SPECTRI]M

FINENESS OF GRIND (NORTH STANDARD)
-nd
^^r
)\r!r!D,

REMARKS

VALUE

PROPERTY

o,

-o

SAG TEST (LENETA ANTI-SAG)

? T no
o1
55
120 MIN

4

;IOURS

COLLECTED
4

59.62
4

REMARKS..THE ABOVE TEST RESULTS CONFORM TO SPECIFICATIONS.
COPIES TO: DOTD MATERIALS LAB - Ci{EMICAL LAB
MATERIALS ENGINEER

E\rr

'::. 1

.4

-
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Evaluation R-eport of Rust Grlp Test

Hrrl'.

Cn,tltnslo,

;

E n u t', !-. i.ii:.t

c

;.t; .; t,..,' frt, ,, ,ir,,l*
"

SarnpEes

190

MississiPPi R.iver tsridge
L*eated in Baton Rouge, LA

Prepared For:
Superion Products Intern ational
Mr. tr{orvard Kindig
8740 BaYside
Batoa Rouge, L4.708S6

Frepared BY:
CorrTeeh [xle.
25 $outh Street
Hopkinton ll{A 01748
CorrTech, trne. Job No' 5723

September 20S7
C'ivr,'iJ.lr1l, ,l."t.
tr'lt'rr: tt{;r'i1r',:'ll-li,

Cei
r:. c

Pl;

t

llerai!( a)iiiL

L;

25 SrlLjth Sirr:et

Hopkittlott. N'IA

0 I 7''rS

-508 +-15-i)090
:_:0 S .l,l :.- {}r.1Q{r ilax

i (.) iii i t' :
2l{:9 Sau'r'r:i1l River Roaci
llj:li:1irrd N\' : {}ill

R cyi,'rt,

il

1.1

t

345-()4u i

i)t4145-ii:ifl2 iir:i

Rt ri t t!t L! i O.J.l). 1' :
PO Bo>: 1-lS
Easl ll:tr:rp1cn. t-T {Xt+14
S60 l(i?-1011
il{rt) 2(rl-l3lrT iax
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STATEh{ENT OF LIMITATISN

The conclusions presented in this docuirent are based on the sen'ices described ai:d not on tasks

procedures beyond tire scope of the described procedures
constraints imposed by the r,ontract limitation-q-

or

or ihe time and

budgetary

CorrTech, Inc. has perfori:red ihis assessme::t in a professional manner using that degree of skjll
and ca:"e erercised for similar projects under similar conditions by reputable and competent
consultants, and in accorriance with the procedures established within CorrTecli's quality
assurance, quality control protocol.

CorrTeclt Inc. shall not be responsible fcr conditions or ccnsequences arisirtg fronr relevanr lbcts
rhat rvere concealed. rvithheld oi not flrlly disclosed at the tirtre rhe evaluation rvas perfbnned.
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NACTE

Tt4anager

CCI 5ST5

SeptenrL:er-2007
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.7"*-&t'"/*+:
Revierved bi' Scolt Pai-rl. PE

'-deport
NACE Corrosion

Report Revierv

Certified

Speciali.st No. 4163

c^^'^nber
!uPrLr

2007

by Heruy FIanagan. PE
oatings Inspector i 0344
Septernber 2007
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Evaluation Repoli
Rust Grip Test Sar:rples

Ai Hu1'.

190

\{ississippi River Bridge.

Baton Rouge. LA
CorrTech, Inc. Job No. 5223
Page I

Entroducti*n
Superior Products Intemational rerained the sen'ices oiCon-Tech Inc. for professional corrosion
engileering senrices to evaluate the periormance of rhe Rust Grip Coating Systen]. The coating
system had been appUed to rhe structural steei support firelribers on the n,est approach of
Loujsiana Hu'y, 190 over tlre N4ississippi Rivcr Bridge located in Porl Aileir, Louisiana. The
evaluation u'as periolmed in accordance lr,ith thc follorving standards:

ASTM D 610-0i Standard. Method for Evaluatin*

O**r*"lf

Rusting on Painted Steel Surface-s.

ASTM D 714-02 Standard Test \{ethod for Evaluatjng Degree of Blistenng of Paints.
ASTM D l6)4-05 Standard Test \4elhod fi:r Evaluaticn of Paint'.:d or Coaicd Specimens Subject
to Con-osive Enl'ironments
ASTN'I D G 2t)-88 (Reapproved 2002) Standard Test lt'lethod for Chernical Resistance of
Pipeline Coatings.

Background
The bndge is located in a coasial area and in the vicinity (*'ititin 500 ft) of Exxon Refinery',
Formosa Plastics, Kaiser Aiuininum, and Chernicals and se\ieral other indusiries. This
envhorunent is considcrcd corrosive.
The Louisiana Depiutrnenr of Transpofiation designated the tesl locations to be coated: ihe areas
rvere prer,iously coateci ri,ith a l6 mil DFT three coat iead irased system.
Tl-ie existing lead based coaling systern rvas 25 )'ears old and
poor condition. The Rust Grip
coating rvas applied at a total of 4 nills DFT. No surface preparation u'as perlonned fbr tiie
appiication. The Rust Grip coating n as applied on November l0'n 2006.

F'ield Inspection Results
Field inspection q'as perfoi:ned by Tvtr. Henrl'. P. Fliuiagan P,E NACE Certified Coatiirgs
Tnspector # 10344. The inspeciion u'as perfonried on Noveniber'14, 2006.
Ffield inspection consisted of visual inspection oithe areas coated and scribins (ASTI\.i D 165405) desigrrated areas for inspection at a iater date. The scribed aleas $'ere inspected on
Septerlbei'23. 2007 by kir. Runon E. Pelaez I.i'ACE Cefiified Inspector # 5975.
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Ai H*r'.

Evaluarioa RePon
Rusl GriP Test SamPles
190 .r{ississippi Rivei Brid,ge'
c

o:rrech,

fl:'t*ii:"; i-i
Page ?

olRusting on Painted sieel Suriaces'
ASTI\4 D 610-01 Sran,Jard .\4ethod for Evaluating Degree
oii painted sieel suriaces.
iest rne-*rod co\iers the el,aluation oithe degree of rusiillg
Tiiis

ASTh'I610-01 iesuils:
Rust

ffi

---=--i

Grade
9

Greater thatt 0.01 percent and up to 0'03
oel'cent

Spal

.------l

{sl

I

v ISUill -L,\dllrP

Genera) (CJ

Prnpoint (P

Y-tr

t-r

u-\

of Blisienng of Parnts' This iest
the degree oiblistedng that ma-v
methoti einploys photographic reference siandards to eYaiuate
q'i1i cause blistering'
d".,elop rvlien paint ,1*i.*, are subjected to condiiions u'hich

ASTM D 'l 14-02 Starrdard Tesi N,lethod fbr Evaluating

De gree

The degree of bUstenng is categorized by size and fieqilencS':
as to size on a uumerical scale from
Si.ze- Reierence standards have been selecied for iour sleps
10 tc 0. in wh,ich No. 10 represent no biistering

tbur sieps 'in frequency at each step in
Frequency- Ref'erence standaids hale been seiected ior
size, designated as folloll's:

(F)
Dense (D) h4eclium dense. (h'iD) X'iedium, (M) and Ferv'

ASTI4 D 714-(jZ resulis:
Visual l-nspection
No blisterin
coated speci:nens subject
D 1 654-05 Standard Test lr4ethod i'or Eval':aiion ol Painted or
of previousll' painted or
io Coircsive Enr,ironnients. This test rlethod covers the treatmenl
tests and theii sulrsequent er"aluation
coaled specimens fbr accelerated and atmospheric exposure
oi oiher fiii' faiiure'
in i"rp**t to corosion, loss of adhesion at the scnbe lllar:
ASTh.{

ASTh4 D 1654-05 results:
Ratin

Miilimeters

of Failwe at Scribe (Procedure A)
ntatir'e \4ean Creepage From Scribe
Inches iApproxtmate

Ratine N,umber
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Evaluarion Reporr
Rust Grip Test Sarnples

At Hrvy. t 90 Mississippi River Br-idge,
Batorr Rouge, LA

CorrTcch. h:c. Job No. 522i
Page

-3

I-aboratory Test Results
ASTM D G 20-88 (Reappror.ed 2002) Standard Test Metiiod for Chemical Resistance of
Pipeiine Coatings.

This test method is intended for evaluating the resistance of pipe coating materials rvhen exposed
to var-ious concentrations of reagents suspected of soii conlaminants. This test evaluates lhe
relative merits of pipe-coating materiais in speciflc environnlents. The choice ofreagents,
csncsntrations, duration of ii:lnersion, temperature of test and properties to be reported are
necessarily arbitrary and shguld be chosen io reflect conditions knorvn to exist aicng tlre pipe
lile right of way.

ASTh{ D G 20-88 (Reapproved 2002) results:

It is considered that

R.ust Grip is suitabie coating for the coating of bare or preriiously coated

bridge structures for corrosion protection. See Appendix III ior supporling documentation,

Conclnsions
Based on the field inspection and laboratory testing, Rust Grip is deented a suitable coating for
steel superstnrctues coated t'ith lead based coating s-vstem in fair to poor
the protectio{
oondition as long as the substrate is prepared properly and the coating s1'stem is mixed and
appli ed in stri ct accordan ce s'ith manufaeturers recotntnendations.

of
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rcffiffiT ffiffiffiffi@
1.

ASTM D7*88

"Standard practice for Resistance to Hydrostatic Pressure for Coatings Used in
3elow Grade Applications Applied to Masonry"
other
Tnrs test is meant to simulate the ability of a coating apptied io a basement or

celow grade masonry walls

to prevent the intrusion of water through the coating

c"u.edby hydrostatic pressure from water on ihe outside of the siructure'

2.

ASTM D6s04

3.

ASTM D3359

.standard practice for Resistance to wind Driven wind Rain for Exterior coatings
Applied to Masonry''
This test is for the evaluaiion of ihe ability of coatings to resist the passage of waier
:rrough masonry block vyhen exposeci to water spray and air pressure.

,.Siandai-d Test Methods for

waier Vapor Transmission of Materials"

pass
This test method measures the ability of a fabric to allow nroisture vapor to
different
The
:nrough. There are four different procedures within this test method.
,ro""iur", vary the temperature and humidity of the iest environment' The results
are presented is the weight of water in grams that pass through one square meter
of fabric in a 24-haur peiiod. (glm2l24hr). When comparing iest results between
rroducts, be ceriain that the same procedure has been used'

4.ASTM D4541
-standard Test Method for Puil-Ofi Strength of Coatings Using Portable Adhesion
Testers".

This test shows the penetration and encapsulation strength of RUST GRIP to
preventing
artached to and lock the existing coaiing tight to the substrate, therefore
:ire encapsulated material from re-entering the environment'

5.NETZSCH STA 4Og PC/PG.
a
This test measures the heat resistance of RUST GRIP to a flow rate 100ml1min at
scan rate of 20'K per minute 20'C top 1000'C.

6.ASTM G 20
Tnis test is for immersion of three different chemicals required by DOT bridge'

T.lncineration Plant Ducts
3.Cost eornparison betweeg'r R[".!ST GR.EF and Zinc
LRLJST GIRIF Pressure leak tesi
10. e asino Boat APPI[eati*r:
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SUPERIOR PRODUCTS
INTERNATIONAL II, INC.
ENAMO GRIP
Enamel Protective Coating
ENAMO GRIP is a tough, two-component polyurethane enamel, which produces a
uniquely hard and durable coating film. ENAMO GRIP will demonstrate unsurpassed
semi-gloss and color-retention, graffiti-resistance, and chalk resistance when utilized for
exterior coating applications. ENAMO GRIP will provide outstanding protection against
water and humidity, stains, chemicals, and solvents, as well as tremendous scuff, mar,
and impact-resistance.
Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protects steel, aluminum, concrete, masonry, fiberglass, and other
substrates.
Provides a permanent, protective membrane that stops water penetration.
Prevents surface deterioration, contamination, and the formation of mold and
mildew.
Extremely tough, it makes an excellent floor coating.
Self-leveling when applied, gives a glossy, smooth-finished surface
appearance.
Applied as a clear or color coat (can be tinted to any color desired).
Exceptional graffiti-resistance.
Submergible - water resistant. Excellent protective coating for submerged
surfaces of pools, jacuzzis, hot tubs, waterslides, and waterparks.
USDA approved for use in and around food preparation areas.
15+ year expected lifespan under normal conditions.

Uses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Topcoat over RUST GRIP® when specific color is needed, to give a long life to
the surface, or to protect against water ponding.
Topcoat over SUPER THERM® to provide additional protection and durability for
a substrate or to protect against water ponding.
Protects against UV, wear, weathering, and moisture penetration.
Seals against moisture/gases and mold and mildew, and protects against
weathering and acid/solvent contact.
Anti-graffiti protection for surfaces. Applied and cured, ENAMO GRIP can resist
the permanent damage of vandalism.
Vehicle and equipment finishes.
Floor coating, especially when combined with anti-slip elements.

10835 W. 78th Street ● Shawnee, Kansas 66214 ● Phone: 913-962-4848; Fax: 913-962-6767
Email: sales@spicoatings.com
Website: www.spicoatings.com
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Application
Preparation:
• Surface must be clean and completely dry, with no loose debris or
particles, rust, dirt, oil, films, or residues of any kind. Concrete and other
porous surfaces can be slightly moist. ENAMO GRIP will cover previous
coatings if they are fully adhered to the surface.
• Mechanically stir base.
• Mix curing agent into base and let sit for 30 minutes before applying.
Application methods:
• Airless or pot sprayed: tip size .015-.019; apply in two coats.
• Roller: use ¼” nap commercial roller; apply in two coats.
• Brush: apply in two coats.
• Add an additional coat for vertical surfaces
Applied rate:

Metal: 250 sq. ft./gal.
Concrete, masonry, or wood: 100-150 sq. ft./gal.

Film thickness:

Wet: Metal - 6-7 mils
Dry: Metal – 3-4 mils

Temperature:

50°F (10°C) - 100°F (38°C)
Temperatures below 75°F (24°C) will increase dry time.

Dry times:

1 hour to touch.
4 hours to handle.
2 hours to recoat.

Full cure:

4-5 days in warm temps.
7-10 days in cool temps.

Precautions:

6-8 hour pot life (if ambient temperature exceeds 85°F (30°C), pot
life can reduce to 1.5 hours).
Strong odor during application and initial curing.

Wet: Concrete - 12-15 mils
Dry: Concrete - 5-7 mils

Limitations:
•
•

Not intended for use on food preparation surfaces that are in direct contact with
foodstuffs.
Do not apply over wet surfaces. Metal surfaces must be completely dry.
Concrete and other porous surfaces can be slightly damp.

Page 2 of 7
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AIRPORT IN MUNICH, GERMANY
These pictures were taken inside the parking facility at Munich Airport where they wash
Rental Cars. The resulting humidity and moisture were causing extensive and heavy
mold and mildew.
The total concrete and metal structure was coated initially with Super Therm® and
overcoated with Enamo Grip S/B (white). The project was completed in early in 2003,
and the wall surfaces look the same today as they did when originally coated.
Absolutely no mold and mildew has appeared on the concrete or metal beams since the
walls were coated.

Courtesy of Superior Products of Germany

Page 3 of 7
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ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION TOWERS IN PANAMA
The following pictures in the Panama mountains show the electrical transmission lines
and metal towers.
The rusting and deterioration was stopped by Rust Grip®. In the humid jungle areas
with condensation or constant rain, Moist Metal Grip was used with an overcoat of
Enamo Grip S/B.

Page 4 of 7
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ITALIAN SUBWAY CARS
Public transportation subway cars in Rome, Italy, were coated with Enamo Grip S/B
(clear high gloss). Enamo Grip is applied in clear high gloss over painted surfaces to
provide graffiti protection. Graffiti can be removed using a graffiti remover without harm
to the coating surface.

Courtesy of Global-Tech Coatings USA, Inc.

Page 5 of 7
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ITALIAN BUSES
Public transportation buses in Rome, Italy, were coated with Enamo Grip S/B (clear high
gloss). Enamo Grip can be tinted to any color to achieve high gloss results and will
protect surfaces for ease of graffiti removal without repainting.

Courtesy of Global-Tech Coatings USA, Inc.

Page 6 of 7
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SWIMMING POOL APPLICATION IN TEXAS
In July 2004, a swimming pool in Trophy Club, Texas, was coated with Enamo Grip S/B
(white). The pool was a family diving pool, approximately 124 linear feet surface area
with diving end. The pool was installed in 1997 and constructed as a gunite pool with a
plaster coating. No previous paint had been used. The plaster was in poor condition.
Enamo Grip has protected the pool surface from deterioration, prevented the growth of
mold and algae, and reduced the volume of chemicals necessary to maintain clean,
clear water. The pool looks the same today as when it was originally coated.

Courtesy of Performance Pool Svc L.L.C.
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